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Data protection, understood as the protection from the negative consequences of the
increasing ‘datafication’ of the world1 and ‘industrialization’ of information processing2 for individuals, groups and the society, and environmental protection share three
structural characteristics.3
The first common feature is the universality of the problems. Both data protection and environmental protection are responses to an ever increasing scope and
permeation of today’s technology that has made the whole earth the prerequisite, the
object and the result of technical processes, the natural world as well as the social
world. Data protection is the response to the fact that information technologies make
information universally available and computable, fundamentally change forms,
situations and contents of individual and societal communication, and allow for
those who control these technologies to amass power and to amplify, consolidate and
perpetuate control over their environment.4
The second common feature of the two problem areas is that they both touch
on the very identity of modern Western societies, they are what in the past has been
called “existential”. They are both downsides of progress – or: “progress” –, which for
a very long time was perceived along the lines of: progress in enlightenment, progress in technology, progress in living conditions. Both regarding the industrialisation
of material production and of information processing, the limits to growth, the limits
to (technological) progress are becoming ever more visible.
At least in Germany, and maybe more generally in the European Union as well,
there is a third common feature: political demands are mainly directed towards the
state, touching on a particular understanding of the (constitutional) state. Both data
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protection and environmental protection are thus eminently political issues, which
at the same time defy the oversimplified dichotomy of “an affirmation of the strong
state and the subordination of data protection to state necessities vs. an emphasis on
the freedom of the citizen and a preference of data protection over the effectiveness
of government action”.5

ENVIRONMENTAL LAW’S INCREASING DRIVE TOWARDS QUANTIFICATION
Against this background, it is rather surprising that the overlap between data protection and environmental protection has not extensively been covered in the scholarly
literature. This contribution to the liber amicorum for Ingolf Pernice will shed some
light on a peculiar aspect of the last decades’ development in both the environmental
protection discourse and law that may provide a possible starting point for investigating how today’s data protection law might be further developed in order to strengthen
its application as well as its enforcement in practice: the drive towards quantification.
At the very same time, this idea taps well into Ingolf Pernice’s extensive experience in shaping environmental protection law and institutions: as a member of
the European Commission’s Legal Service from 1987 to 1993, Ingolf Pernice not
only encouraged the founding of the European Environment Agency (EEA), but also
participated as a legal advisor of the European negotiating delegation at the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), better known as
the Rio Summit, in 1992. Both the EEA and the Rio Summit are deeply linked to
environmental law’s increasing reliance on quantification.6
The EEA’s mission is to provide independent information on the environment
for policy-makers. This information is based on the DPSIR framework – Drivers,
Pressures, State, Impact and Response model of intervention –, a causal framework
describing the interdependent interactions between society and the environment,7
which is an extension of the PSR model – Pressure, State, Response – developed by
OECD in the 1980s.8
The most important achievement of the Rio Summit, held in June 1992, was
an agreement on the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) which in turn led to the Kyoto Protocol, adopted in 1997, and the Paris Agreement, adopted in 2015. Whether the UNFCCC’s objective of stabilising
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greenhouse gas concentrations in the atmosphere, the Kyoto Protocol’s objective of
reducing greenhouse gas emissions or the Paris Agreement’s objective of decreasing
global warming – they all demand for and depend on quantifying properties of the
environment to create indicators that guide the implementation of policies, the selection of specific measures as well as the monitoring of achievements.

QUANTIFICATION’S JANUS-FACEDNESS
The greatest challenge with regards to quantification is that it’s not just a new or
different description of the social and the natural world, but a means of reconfiguring
them. The very process of quantification imposes new meanings on the world and
makes old ones disappear.9 At the same time, it is a social process of assigning numbers to the natural and the social environment.10 Quantification has been identified as
a potential driver towards a (further) depoliticization of inherently political issues,11
which fundamental rights certainly are, and merely attempting to quantify fundamental rights like human dignity or personal freedom might result in a loss of legitimacy.12 It has advantages as well, though, and that’s the very reason for exploring its
applicability. The main advantage is that it simplifies comparison between different
approaches and means of protection, and at the same time goes beyond subjective
views and individual interests. For example, quantification, or more broadly: formalization, would prevent (supreme or constitutional) courts from simply generating
cloudy outpourings, as they do now, that in the end must lead to arbitrary results,
which not only structurally undermines fundamental rights, but also the courts’ legitimacy.13 The very process of making things auditable14 would demand greater clarity,
though it would also introduce more contingency, regarding the object of protection
and the conditions under which they are or may be threatened in order to develop
suitable as well as societally acceptable indicators for their protection. It would thus
prevent scholars, legislators and engineers from hiding behind the smoke screens
that are produced by mingling arbitrary, one-sided understandings of essentially
9
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contested concepts15 with terminological coincidence, such as “privacy”, “anonymity”
or “dignity”, as it is common practice nowadays.

FORMALIZATION AND QUANTIFICATION IN PRIVACY AND DATA PROTECTION LAW (DISCOURSE)
The field of privacy and data protection law has a long, but thin and severely lopsided
history of discourses on measuring both risks, or threats, and protection from these
risks and threats.
ON MEASURING PRIVACY AND ANONYMITY
The first proposal of a measurable indicator for protecting the privacy of people was
made in the 1960s in the Senate Hearings on Computer Privacy. In what has much
later been called k-anonymity, a computer system would be built to allow “output data
only in aggregates that contain a sufficient number of individual respondents to make
identification of individuals difficult”16, with the k, i.e. the number of people among
which an individual would be indistinguishable, hence k-anonymity, chosen according
to the risks, threats or possible damages caused by an attacker being able to identify
an individual. This kind of “statistical disclosure control”17 thus obviously builds upon
the assumption that identifiability of the individual is a causal condition for the kind of
consequences that this understanding of privacy aims to prevent or mitigate.
This assumption of causality between the individuals’ identifiability and the
impact on their fundamental rights and freedoms has been the leitmotif of both the
research and the public discussion regarding suitable indicators for privacy protection ever since. It is thus no surprise that anonymity is generally seen as a guarantee
for the protection of the data subjects’ rights and freedoms, and thus perceived as
a meaningful goal for both regulation and systems design.18 Unfortunately, this assumption of causality between identifiability and impact is not only hardly ever made
explicit, but also never proven.19
At the same time, this common reference to anonymity does not imply a shared
understanding of the very concept of anonymity across disciplines, such as between
Gallie, Walter Bryce (1956), Essentially Contested Concepts . In: Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society 56, pp .
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law and computer science,20 as terminological coincidence does not imply conceptual
similarity. It thus seems rather counterproductive for the protection of fundamental
rights and freedoms that developments such as k-anonymity and its derivatives like
l-diversity21 or t-closeness22, or differential privacy23, but also secure multi-party computation24 or federated machine learning25, which are currently very in vogue, are
uniformly acclaimed and the companies that use such methods are widely praised.
Even more questionable is that the applicable data protection law, such as the
EU General Data Protection Regulation, is built upon and strongly depends on this
false assumption of causality. It is thus the only legal implementation of a protection
of fundamental rights in which this protection is made dependent on the fact that
those who infringe on the fundamental rights – more precisely: the actors who create
or operate sources of risk for such rights – have positively identified or are able to
identify the particular fundamental rights’ holders beforehand.26
There are other privacy metrics beyond those that are based on the equation of
privacy with anonymity.27 Unfortunately, they all refer to understandings of privacy
where privacy equals either secrecy or confidentiality, and always – at least implicitly
– confined to “sensitive” information.28 This problem is aggravated by increasingly
placing hopes in technical privacy solutions, which are oftentimes collectively called
Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs): the very way these technical solutions are
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constructed, i.e. as computable representations of the world, both drives and is driven
by the apparent straightforwardness of these metrics and the illusive ease of their
application.
ON (NOT) MEASURING DATA PROTECTION
The data protection debate always had a focus on anonymity as strong as the privacy
debate29, but much less so on secrecy or confidentiality. It has, however, also looked
beyond anonymity, secrecy and confidentiality in its search for formalization and
measurability of fundamental rights protection – though with mixed results.
Against the backdrop of extensive research in the field of legal informatics,
which had a particular focus on how to formulate legal provisions in order to ensure
their suitability for automation,30 for some time the debate strongly engaged with the
formalization of legal requirements for fundamental rights protection, including the
“descriptiveness of the necessity relation”, “model adequacy”, or “sufficient validity”.31
Within this research field, particular attention has been paid to the formalization of
purpose(s), the relations between purposes as well as purposes and sub-purposes,
and purpose-binding32 – though without any long-term effects on the broader data
protection research or practice.
Explicit attempts to employ quantifiable indicators for both risks to and protection of fundamental rights have long been limited to references to the quantity of data
about individuals to be processed.33 The very construction of this indicator is based
on the assumption that the less personal data about an individual is collected, stored
and processed, the smaller the risks are for the individual’s fundamental rights.34
The main strand of the debate has instead focused on procedural measures, such
as codes of conduct, data protection authorities’ decisions or sanctions imposed on
non-compliant data controllers.35 A key argument was that attempting to establish per-
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formance indicators is fraught with the central difficulty of data protection law’s goals
being vague and contested.36 While this argument is based on an understanding of data
protection laws’ goal being the protection of privacy, with privacy itself being essentially contested,37 it hasn’t yet been re-evaluated against the backdrop of the EU General
Data Protection Regulation’s clear and unambiguous formulation of the law’s goal in
Article 1(2), i.e. to protect “fundamental rights and freedoms of natural persons”.
Where the General Data Protection Regulation refers to measurable indicators,
most of them are constructed from the perspective of the controller and the controller’s information processing, not from the perspective of the data subject. For
example, Articles 24, 25 and 32 GDPR refer to the scope of the processing, while
Recitals 62, 75 and 91 refer to the number of data subjects. Thus, in essence these indicators don’t indicate risks to fundamental rights. Instead, they seem to be used for
the simple reason that they are measurable.38 The only exception is the Regulation’s
reference to the likelihood and severity of risks for fundamental rights and freedoms
in Articles 24, 25 and 32, though both the scholarly literature and the commentaries
then fail to operationalise fundamental rights and freedoms. They all simply refer to
the list in Recital 75, which includes references to the amount and other properties of
the personal data, the number of data subjects affected, but also the unauthorised reversal of pseudonymisation. Explicit references to fundamental rights and freedoms
are both scarce and superficial: “discrimination” and “where data subjects might be
deprived of their rights and freedoms”. A similar superficiality can be observed in the
scholarly literature, which conflicts with the extensive coverage of other harms, such
as distress, anxiety or to the individual’s reputation.39
Last but not least, there is a small strand of research that focuses on using formal
models to translate data protection requirements into technical requirements which
are then to be implemented into ICT systems.40
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TOWARDS MEASURABLE INDICATORS FOR FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS PROTECTION
The debate has yet to produce meaningful indicators for both risks to and protection
of fundamental rights and freedoms, let alone measurable indicators, that takes into
account what these rights and freedoms actually guarantee.41
The simplest approach would be to count the number of rights and freedoms
affected, whether because there is data collected on the exercise of these rights and
freedoms, the processing or use of data impinges on their exercise, or their exercise is
affected, e.g. inhibited, restricted or controlled, by the information and communication technology imposed upon or used by the fundamental rights’ holder. The impact
on fundamental rights could either be direct or indirect, e.g. by chilling effects42, with
the latter being much harder to assess than the former.43 A sociological equivalent
to the fundamental rights coverage might be the number of societal subsystems
(Talcott Parsons, Niklas Luhmann), subfields (Pierre Bourdieu) or spheres of life
(Ferdinand Schoeman) covered or affected by the data, the data processing and use,
or the technology.44 Another alternative indicator might be the number of covered
or affected social roles, i.e. sets of rights, duties, expectations, norms and behaviors
that an individual has to face and fulfill.45 The most well-known societal roles include
citizens, family members, employees, customers, or patients, with data protection
then understood as protecting the functional differentiation of these social roles with
their associated promises of freedom vis-à-vis powerful organisations.46
This reference to powerful organisations might lead to a second indicator that
could be made quantifiable: the power imbalance between such organisations and
those that depend on them, e.g. their audiences, or are affected by their informational
activities or the technology they design, develop and operate. This approach would
tap into the long history of understanding data protection as a means for condition-
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ing of power asymmetries.47 One the one hand, this indicator would be somewhat
related to the size of a data controller, which is used in Section 38(1) German Federal
Data Protection Act to define whether a data protection officer must be appointed. On
the other hand, the size of a data controller itself has been shown to be a bad indicator
for the risks posed by an organisation in the digital era.48
Regarding the individual rights and freedoms, societal subsystems or social
roles, a sensitive indicator could be how extensive is the coverage or how much meaningful freedom is left unsurveilled, unrecorded or uncontrolled.49 Unfortunately, this
indicator does not seem to allow for easy quantification, though it is already used
indirectly to assess the “additive encroachment on fundamental rights”.50
Thus, the situation seems quite daunting: most attempts to quantification and
measurement in the privacy and data protection field have ended up in a blind alley,
either by producing indicators that do not indicate risks to or protection of fundamental rights and freedoms, or by getting forgotten in the meandering discourse of the
past fifty years in this field. It is time to go beyond the oversimplified quantifications
that characterise today’s debate, the almost sole focus on the data subjects’ identifiability or the number of affected people. It is time to restart the quest for suitable
measurable indicators that directly address the fundamental rights and freedoms at
stake, with the promises they entail and the spheres of freedom they create.
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